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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Problem Description 

 

Beer is the one of oldest drink in the world. Fermentation is the main step of making 

beer.  The methods of fermentation were experimented and updated over entire 

history since beer was discovered. People were used different raw materials such as 

wheat, barley etc, for beer making process. The method of fermentation is also 

differed from the regions in the world. For example the taste of the Germen beer is 

different from china beer. Although, same raw material is used for the fermentation, 

beer will get different taste. A short description of beer history is included in 

Appendix A. 

If carefully study the fermentation process, it can be identified that the brewers are 

using deferent temperature profiles over fermentation time. Ale beer is brewed under 

higher temperatures than Lager beer. But studies of the flavor of the beer had limited, 

since the function of yeast was not fully discovered at that time. 

With the invention of the biochemical pathways of yeast involving for the 

fermentation and modern equipment for temperature controlling such as 

refrigerators, heaters and thermometers, there were numerous research came out on 

the beer.  

Nowadays temperature control is essential for the beer production. It is considered as 

a secret of the beer brand. Temperature profile is applied for the beer is directly 

affected to the flavor.  

Aim of this thesis is to develop a flavor model by using the knowledge of available 

literature and develop a suitable temperature controller to control the identified 

temperature profile from the industry. MATLAB/Simulink has been used for the 

model and temperature controller development. 
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Objectives 

1. Identifying the relevant kinetics responsible for the flavor formation 

2. Development of Growth model, Nutrient model and Flavor model in 

MATLAB/Simulink and JModelica environment. 

3. Design and tuning a PI controller for achieve the identified temperature 

profile for the fermentation. 

 

 

1.2 Previous Works 

 

With discover of the biochemical pathways involving to the flavor formation, many 

researchers have developed kinetic and dynamic models that can be helpful for 

develop a model for the control of beer quality by controlling temperature. In 

industrial fermentation process, a coolant is circulating through the cooling coil or 

cooling jacket in order to control the temperature of the fermentation tank.   

Gee and Ramirez have developed a more advance flavor model (18) with help of 

growth model which is temperature effects are added as well (17).  The growth 

model included three sugars consumption which are glucose, maltose and 

maltotriose, biomass growth and ethanol production. Gee and Ramirez added new 

feature to the growth model which is growth limitation due to availability of 

unsaturated fatty acids (17). This will be discussed in detail under chapter 3.  

The nutrient model is developed with three amino acids which is involving to 

formation of fusel alcohol, another flavor group. This model has developed based on 

research works on fusel alcohols (19, 20). 

Gee and Ramirez has worked on ten flavor compounds which are fallen into three 

groups (18). Those are fusel alcohols, esters, and vicinal diketones. The research of 

Ayarapaa, Geier and Piendl, is used to develop the flavor model (19, 21). 
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The parameters of the model are identified by Dennis and Schnabel and it is based on 

a robust scheme for unconstrained numerical minimization of nonlinear function 

(22). 

Based on growth model (17) a research has been done on optimal temperature 

control for batch beer fermentation (23).  The performance function considered is a 

weighted sum of maximum ethanol production and minimum time. Here only growth 

model has considered rather than the flavor model. 

Model has been proposed for optimizing ethanol production as well as flavor (24). 

While maximizing ethanol production over minimum fermentation time, they have 

also considered minimizing the fusel alcohol and acetaldehyde concentrations   

which are giving off flavors to the beer and maximizing ester concentration which 

gives a pleasant flavor to the beer. The direct dynamic optimization techniques of 

sequential quadratic programming is investigated for determine the optimal cooling. 

Model has been proposed on Baker’s yeast with fed batch reactor (25). This model is 

used to parameter estimation by varying the inputs of the reactor. They have used 

global optimization techniques for solve the problem. 

Model has been intruded for baker yeast growth (26). The model is based on the 

assumption, that the rate of biochemical synthesis relates to rate of catabolism end 

products evolution is applied for description of baker’s yeast growth under carbon 

and oxygen limitation.  

Model has been developed for obtain an optimal temperature profile for the beer 

fermentation (27). They have used Ant colony system algorithm for optimize the 

kinetic model of this process.  The work has aimed to find an optimal temperature 

profile characterized by good ethanol efficiency with no spoilage risk and being not 

over the concentration limits of ethyl acetate and diacetyl (VDK’s). 

Genetic algorithms has been used for optimize the temperature profile in beer 

fermentation (28). 
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A neural network tool has been proposed for brewery fermentation (29). The neural 

network predicts the course of the fermentation based on yeast history, fermentation 

recipe and raw material variables. The system is able to predict the fermentation time 

as well. 

A method has been introduced for online state estimation and parameter 

identification for batch fermentation (30). They have used Extended Kalman Filater 

(EKF) algorithm for estate estimation and Recursive Prediction Error Method 

(RPEM) for model parameter identification. 

A kinetic model has been developed for beer fermentation (31). Their experiment 

runs were carried out at five temperatures and fitting of experimental data was made 

by non-linear regression. They have only mention about two flavor compound which 

are diacetyl (VDK) and ethyl acetate. 
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1.3 Overview of the Thesis 

 

In this thesis I have mainly focused on develop a flavor model, that can be used for 

temperature control in fermentation in order to control flavor.  

The growth model, nutrient model and flavor model have been developed by 

referring the flavor model for beer fermentation (18) and optimal beer fermentation 

(24).  

The model and the temperature controller have been developed and simulated in 

MATLAB/Simulink Environment. The model also developed with JModelica, 

powerful simulation software which is available in commercially free. 

The temperature is allow to increase due to metabolic reaction in yeast without 

controlling, the growth, nutrient and flavor profiles have been obtained by running 

the simulation. The maximum concentration of the products and minimum 

concentrations of the sugars over fermentation time have been obtained. The effect of 

high temperatures and low temperatures to the flavor formation is also identified by 

running simulations. Common industrial temperature profiles available in literature 

for Ale beer and Lager beer have been simulated and obtained the results. 

Second part of the thesis is to develop a temperature controller in order to follow the 

industrial temperature profile which is obtained by McCollum brewery, Sri Lanka. 

Therefore PI controller has been implemented in Simulink and tunes the controller 

with “Control and Estimation Tool Manager” provided with Simulink. Since the 

model is nonlinear, linearization has been carried out and root locus, step response 

and auto tuning methods have been used to get the suitable controller parameters 

such as Kc and τi.  

Since McCollum brewery is using two temperature operating points which are 120C 

and 60 C, gain scheduling has been introduced and Simulink state flow tool box has 

been used to implement the gain scheduler. 
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Finally, performances of the controller and results have been discussed and 

recommendations for future works have been suggested.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


